
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Java is platform independent (T/F).

 b) Hyper text mark up language is used for 
_________.

 c) WWW is _________.

 d) FTP is used for _______.

 e) Domain name of the web site denotes 
_________.

 f) ________ are used during program 
development as a place holder.

 g) _______ specifies how and when looping 
will take place.

 h) Variables are _________.
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 "Java is the most secure language than any 
other language". Discuss.

Q.4 What are two dimensional arrays. Discuss thier 
usefulness.

Q.5 Discuss the usefulness of "Multithreading".

Q.6 What are Packages?

Q.7 Write a program to compute the product of two 
given numbers.
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 ii)  How is 'C' language different from java.

 iii) "Java is platform independent". comment.

 iv) Define "Array".

 v) Define "Bitwise Operators".

 vi) What is file Transfer Protocol. What are its 
uses.

 vii) What are the uses of "Java Virtual 
Machine".

 viii) Discuss the usefulness of cascading style 
sheets.

 ix) What is the usefulness of "Break" 
statement in a program?

 x) Differentiate between "Switch" and "if".

 xi) Define "world wide web".

 xii) Discuss the usefulness of "Array".

 xiii) Discuss the usefulness of "Empty 
statement'.

 xiv) Define "multithreading".

 xv) "Keywords can't be used as variable 
name". Comment.
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 i) _______ are created by style language 
contained  either within an html language   
or external documents.

 j) Java does not use ______.

 k) <B> is used for _________.

 l) Uniform Resource locations are used for 
_______. 

 m) <HR> inserts a _________ on the web 
page.

 n) One "if" can have more than one "else" 
statement. (T/F)

 o) <A href> is used for making ________ on 
web pages.

 p) Java translates source code into _______ 
instructions.

 q) ISP stands for ________.

 r) Xml is 

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Define "Multithreading".
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